Workshop: Philosophical Fiction

Once we enter the universe of philosophy for children, we start to see the philosophical potential in everything around us.

But what makes a philosophical stimulus truly adapted to fostering multidimensional thinking and inquiry dispositions in young people? This workshop will explore how to interpret the style of philosophical fiction.

In this workshop, participants will get to practice using various tools to analyze, evaluate and rework philosophical stimulus so as to encourage wonder, deep reflection and meaning-making in youth, whether they be preschoolers or teens!

JOIN US ON THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 2019
2:00 - 4:00 PM
SCARFE LIBRARY BLOCK 278

Natalie M. Fletcher, PhD, is a philosophical practitioner and interdisciplinary researcher from Montreal, Canada, specialising in Philosophy for Children (P4C) and philosophy of childhood. She runs the Institute of Philosophy, Citizenship and Youth at Université de Montréal, and is founding director of Brila Youth Projects (brila.org), an educational charity that combines philosophical dialogue and creative projects into its “philocreation” approach to cultivating thoughtfulness practices in children and teens. In addition to teaching and training in P4C both at home and internationally, she is currently pursuing postdoctoral research on philosophy as a form of youth activism.